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 Norberto Bobbio, in his book “Left and Right. The Significance of a Political 

Distinction” (Bobbio 1996)  claims that the terms "Right" and "Left" are not absolute. They 

are relative, not substantial or ontological. One should not think of them as immanent 

qualities of the political universe, but rather as specified locations in the "political space". 

"Right" and "Left" are not words that indicate content established once and for all. They 

indicate various meanings depending on the time and situation. What are their meanings in 

the context of polish online movement that I call “massacre of the lefties”? This is the 

main research question I would like to ask in the paper.  

 In the article "Left-Right Orientations" (Mair 2007) Peter Mair notes that although 

a large group of political parties seem to have nothing against the use of the term “Left” in 

their names and even more parties use a version of the term “Center”, it is relatively difficult 

to find parties which are willing to use the label “Right”. Contrary to this statement, on the 

polish political scene operates “Congress of The New Right” and “Right Wing of the 

Republic”. As the right-wing group is considered, at least by the mainstream media, the “Law 

and Justice” – party whose activists generally define it as the center-right. The party “Poland 

Together” and “National Radical Camp” have to also be mentioned. Faced with such diversity  

it can be assumed that the label “Right” in Poland is not marked clearly pejorative. What 

is more the rise in popularity of right-wing views could be seen especially among young 

people1. One of the ways in which they express their opinions is using the new technologies 

to fight opponents – what they actually do is, in their opinion, “total massacre of lefties”.  

 “Massacre of lefties” is the online movement2 consisting of such phenomenon as 

creation of movies, comics, memes, statements etc. which main goal is to enhance the 

mistakes in reasoning of representatives of leftist. The main character of these cultural 

artifacts is Janusz Korwin-Mikke – Eurosceptic MEP, one of the most colorful, but also the 

most controversial figures of the Polish political scene. His economic views are radically 

                                                
1 This is illustrated by the results of the election (eg. Europarliament, presidential) in different age groups.  
2 The question if this phenomenon could be described as social movement is controversial and probably would 
be examined In my PhD thesis.  



liberal, in the classical sense of the word. In the massacre he is often supported by Mariusz 

Max-Kolonko (independent journalist), Krzysztof Bosak (“National Radical Camp”) or 

Wojciech Cejrowski (traveler known for his controversial remarks). The movement connects 

antiestablishment right-wing against common enemy.  

 In my PHD thesis I would like to examine the identity of young Right in Poland. 

I'm interested in their system of values and political socialization. While the Internet and 

“massacre of lefties” have a great impact of self awareness3 of this group and their identity is 

constructed in opposition to “lefties” it is crucial to understand the meanings of what 

members of the group attribute to the terms “Right” and “Left” – which would be the 

topic of my paper.  

 To answer the questions about the meanings assigned to each of the concepts the 

method of Discourse Analysis seems most appropriate. Treating the language of the polish 

radical right, as a form of social practice could provide interesting assumptions about 

possible significance related the words “Left” and “Right”. I plan analysis of the facebook 

page “massacre of lefties” (https://www.facebook.com/MasakrujemyLewakow?fref=ts)  
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